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Majority Everest 5.1 Dolby Audio
Surround Sound System with
Soundbar | 300 WATT with
Wireless Subwoofer | Rechargeable
Detachable Satellite Speakers |
Multi-Connection including HDMI
ARC & Bluetooth
Visit the MAJORITY Store
     18 ratings

& FREE Returns 

Find out if you're pre-approved for a thinkmoney Credit Card in

60 seconds. Apply now.  
Amazon EU S.a.r.l (credit broker).Capital One is the lender.  
Learn more

May be available at a lower price from other sellers,
potentially without free Prime shipping.

About this item

DOLBY AUDIO: Upgrade your audio experience with
state-of-the-art sound technology. Feel and hear your
favourite sounds at various parts of the room for an
immersive listening experience when connecting via
HDMI ARC.
DETACHABLE WIRELESS SPEAKERS: Enjoy your favourite
sounds in the room of your choice using the detachable
wireless satellite speakers. Rechargeable delivering up to
8 hours of playback, the compact satellite speakers are
charged by the soundbar or with the mains power Micro
USB.

MAJORITY Snowdon II Sound bar for TV | 120 WATTS with
£59.95

…  
10,408

Sponsored ‹

Deliver to Kemi - Cambridge CB4 1 

 & FREE Returns 

FREE delivery Saturday,
February 5. Order within 5 hrs 40
mins. Details

In stock. 
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Add an Accessory:

229£ 95

Quantity: 1
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Buy Now

MAJORITY
Snowdon II Sound
bar for TV | 120…

£59.95

Majority Bowfell
Bluetooth
Soundbar for TV…

£34.48

Majority DVD
Player for TV |
HDMI and RCA P…

£29.95

Add gift options

Add to List

New & Used (2) from 
£213.85  
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229£ 95

Connectivity
technology

Rca, Bluetooth, Auxiliary, HDMI

Speaker type Surround Sound

Brand MAJORITY

Model name EVEREST

Recommended
uses for
product

For surround sound systems
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WIRELESS SUBWOOFER: Delivering high-definition
sound, the Everest fills the room with rich cinematic
sound. The 5.25-inch wireless subwoofer surrounds the
listener with 3D surround sound and a larger than life
bass for an unrivalled calibre of audio.
MULTI-CONNECTION: The Everest boasts a wide range of
connectivity including HDMI, USB input, Bluetooth,
Optical input, RCA and AUX port. The Everest comes with
a 3.5mm AUX cable. Designed for the eager audiophile,
you can select which mode you want to listen to Music,
Movies and Dialogue.
WARRANTY: Majority offer full technical support for
every item, as well as including a comprehensive 36-
month warranty (registration required).

Compare with similar items

 Report incorrect product information.

Buy it with

Total price: £243.23

Show details

MAJORITY K2 Soundbar with
Subwoofer | 150 WATT with 2.1

£74.95

2,269

Majority Bowfell Bluetooth Soundbar for TV and
Computer | 50-WATT with powerful stereo sound |...

 5,890 £34.48 

Shop now ›

 |  

Sponsored 

Sponsored 

Add all three to Basket

These items are dispatched from and sold by different sellers.

This item: Majority Everest 5.1 Dolby Audio Surround Sound System with Soundbar | 300 WATT with Wireless Subw… £229.95 

KabelDirekt – 1m Optical Digital Audio Cable/TOSLINK Cable (TOSLINK to TOSLINK, fibre optic cable, for Home The… £6.49 

Syncwire Optical Cable (1.8M) 24K Gold-Plated Optical Digital Audio Cable Toslink Lead for [S/PDIF] LG/Samsung/S… £6.79 

More items to explore

Paiyda 2.1 Channel
Soundbar with
Subwoofer, 120W
Soundbar for TV, 120 dB
Strong Bass Surround…

 578

 FREE delivery

Syncwire Optical Cable
(1.8M) 24K Gold-Plated
Optical Digital Audio
Cable Toslink Lead for…

 27,135

in Fibre

Optic Cables

 FREE One-Day

KabelDirekt – 1m Optical
Digital Audio
Cable/TOSLINK Cable
(TOSLINK to TOSLINK,
fibre optic cable, for…

 35,613

 FREE One-Day

Samsung Q600A
Soundbar Speaker With
Subwoofer (2021) -
Cinematic Dolby Atmos
Surround Soundbar With
Adaptive Sound, True…

 63

MAJORITY Snowdon II
Sound bar for TV | 120
WATTS with 2.1 Channel
Sound | Soundbar with
Subwoofer Built-in an…

 10,408

 FREE delivery

89.99£

#1 Best Seller
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375.00£

59.95£
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Compare with similar items

This item Majority Everest
5.1 Dolby Audio Surround
Sound System with
Soundbar | 300 WATT with
Wireless Subwoofer |
Rechargeable Detachable
Satellite Speakers | Multi-
Connection including HDMI
ARC & Bluetooth

Majority Sierra Plus 2.1.2
Dolby Atmos Soundbar |
400W with Wireless
Subwoofer | Surround
Sound with Up-firing
Speakers | Multi-
Connection including HDMI
Arc…

Sony HT-G700 - 3.1ch
Dolby Atmos / DTS:X
Soundbar with wireless
subwoofer

MAJORITY Snowdon II
Sound bar for TV | 120
WATTS with 2.1 Channel
Sound | Soundbar with
Subwoofer Built-in and
Remote Control | Multi-
Connection

Customer
Rating

 (18)  (25)  (271)  (10408) 

Price £229.95 £269.95 £288.02 £59.95

Shipping

Sold By iZilla iZilla Amazon Warehouse iZilla

Remote Control 4.0 4.0 4.2 4.4 

Sound quality 4.1 4.3 4.0 4.3 

Value for
money

— 4.5 3.8 —

Add to Basket Add to Basket Add to Basket Add to Basket

https://www.amazon.co.uk/Majority-Subwoofer-Up-firing-Multi-Connection-including/dp/B09F6ZFBD9/ref=psdc_4085831_t1_B09DTCGT7Q
https://www.amazon.co.uk/Sony-HT-G700-3-1ch-Dolby-Atmos-DTS/dp/B084Y89QHQ/ref=psdc_4085831_t2_B09DTCGT7Q
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Easy to install 4.2 — 4.2 4.4 

Finish Type Matte Matte — —

Impedance (in
Ohms)

4 ohm — — —

Item Weight 5.83 kg 7.93 kg 3 kg 1.2 kg

Special Features Multiroom — Wireless, Bluetooth Wireless, Bluetooth

Surround Sound
Channel
Configuration

5.1 2.1.2 7.1.2 2.1

Product details
Batteries   :   2 Lithium ion batteries required. (included)

Is Discontinued By Manufacturer   :   No

Package Dimensions   :   95 x 45 x 25 cm; 5.83 Kilograms

Date First Available   :   27 Aug. 2021

Manufacturer   :   Majority

ASIN   :   B09DTCGT7Q

Item model number   :   EVR-BAR-BLK UK

Country of origin   :   China

Delivery information:: We cannot deliver certain products outside mainland UK ( Details). We will only be able to confirm if this product can be
delivered to your chosen address when you enter your delivery address at checkout.

Best Sellers Rank: 12,355 in Electronics & Photo (See Top 100 in Electronics & Photo)
90 in Soundbar Speakers

Customer reviews:     18 ratings

What's in the box?
Everest Soundbar
Subwoofer
2 x Surround Speakers
3 x Adapters
Remote Control, AUX cable, RCA cable

Product Description

Products related to this item
Sponsored 

     

Majority Bowfell
Bluetooth Soundbar for
TV and Computer | 50-
WATT with powerful…

 5,890

£34.48 

Majority Atlas Bluetooth
PC Sound Bar | 20
WATTS with Multi-
connection | Portable S...

 2,070

£29.95 

MAJORITY K2 Soundbar
with Subwoofer | 150
WATT with 2.1 Surround
Sound | HDMI ARC w...

 2,269

£74.95 

1080P HD Bluetooth
Projector , BIGASUO
Home Movie Projector
with Screen, 8000L…

 799

£189.99 

JBL Bar 5.1 Surround
Sound Bar - in-home
entertainment system,
with streaming capab...

 25

£399.00 

Dolby Soundbar Wireless Subwoofer Wireless Satellite Speakers
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MAJORITY Snowdon II Sound bar for TV |
120 WATTS with 2.1

£59.95

…  
10,408

Powered by Dolby Audio, the Everest generates
a game-changing and all-around enveloping
soundscape. With detailed directional effects
feel sound at different parts of the room to
transform how you experience music, film,
television, and gaming.

With a 5.25-inch driver, the wireless subwoofer
will surround you with powerful, dynamic, and
warm bass. Raising the standard for home
entertainment, pump up the bass as loud as
you like, without the worry of distortion.
Designed to fill the room, the Everest’s
booming subwoofer blends seamlessly with
the speakers to unleash powerful bass.

Using the detachable rechargeable speakers,
absorb the Everest’s Surround Sound system in
the room of your choice. Move as far as 20m to
pump up the party throughout your home with
clear and crisp audio. Rechargeable via Micro-
USB, enjoy up to 8 hours of playback with the
16.8cm compact speakers.

Film

Bring the cinema to the living room with the
enhanced home entertainment system that is
the Everest. From classic horror to 90s
romcom’s to dystopian sci-fi, immerse yourself
in cinema-quality surround sound. Absorb
entertainment using the combination of the
Everest’s subwoofer, detachable satellite
speakers and Dolby Audio Surround Sound.
Experience every nail-biting, tear-jerking,
mouth-dropping moment on the edge of your
seat as sound allows you to step into the story
and experience film and television as if you’re
an extra on set.

Sport

Upgrade how you experience sport with the
Everest. Immerse yourself in the glory of the
game be it tennis, football, basketball or many
more sports. With superior audio quality, the
detailed directional effects allow you to go
beyond ordinary listening to experience sport’s
moments of glory as if you’re a player of the
team.

News

From erupting volcanoes to cross-country
marathons, experience the latest news reports
as if you’re in the midst of the action. Catapult
yourself to the scene of the crime using the
powerful bass to fill the room with audio and
feel every vibrating moment.

Gaming

Enjoy the ultimate advantage over your
competitor when you play games with the
Everest. With Dolby Audio’ surround sound,
project sound into the 3D gaming space and
hear your competitor before you can see them.
Whether you’re settling in for a weekend of
console gaming, relishing in an evening of
multi-player online gaming or playing a game
on your mobile, allow the Everest Dolby
soundbar to give your performance an extra
edge.

Music Streaming

Whether you’re hosting a family party, using
music to relive your teenage years or enjoying
the best parts of musical history on a vinyl
player, immerse yourself in sound for a
dynamic musical experience. From Broadway
hits to 80s pop to 50s rock ‘n’ roll, the Everest
delivers the ultimate listening experience by
projecting your tunes into the 3D space. Using
spatial audio, allow yourself to be cocooned
inside the song and let the magic of music take
over. With the detailed directional effects hear
your streamed playlists in countless parts of
the room.

Documentaries

Enjoy the sunset alongside the lion’s pride or
walk with the polar bears in the arctic snow
using Dolby Audio. Experience the nail-biting
and heart-warming moments of nature with
the Everest’s surround sound to fill the room
with the wonders of the world.

Sponsored 
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See questions and answers

Customer Questions & Answers

Customer reviews

18 global ratings

MAJORITY Snowdon II Sound bar for TV |…

£59.95

10,408
Shop now

4.1 out of 5

5 star  62%

4 star  12%

3 star  13%

2 star  0%

1 star  12%

How are ratings calculated?

Sponsored 

Reviews with images

   

See all customer images

Top reviews from United Kingdom

 Awesome Soundbar! A*
Reviewed in the United Kingdom on 13 January 2022
Verified Purchase

4 people found this helpful

Report abuse

The Holmans

I absolutely love this sound bar! 
Wireless surround sound with no wires to hide! 
Attach speakers to the soundbar (they are attached on the picture) when not in use to
charge speakers for your next 5.1 dolby digital movie. 
Subwoofer delivers a good puntch! 
No setup! Plug n Play instantly! 
Listen to your favourite tunes with a quality sounding system. 
 
Fit to the wall with ease with built in keyholes which slide over 2 screws in the wall. 
Adjusted all speaker and Subwoofer levels with ease on the remote control. 
Bluetooth, plug in a standard headphone jack, optical fibre or hdmi (arc). 
Everything is thought out for you. 
I have no dislikes with this system! 
Love it love it love it!

Helpful

Top reviews
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 Top quality sound bar
Reviewed in the United Kingdom on 23 January 2022
Verified Purchase

2 people found this helpful

Report abuse

Damien

I purchased this because my TV speakers are terrible and I wanted to be able to listen to
films and music with a bit more clarity. 
I have not been disappointed, the quality of sound is amazing, it hits all of the ranges from
the high trebles all the way down to the low basses. 
The bass is very powerful and can shake the sofa you are sitting on! (I have had to turn it
down as one of my dogs is scared of it!) 
I normally use it on volume level 2 or 3 (it goes up to 22 I think) as this is a comfortable
level for myself, but even on higher volumes the clarity is spot on. 
I have used it with the AV plugs (red and white) as my TV doesn’t have a HDMI output
unfortunately, this is good enough to give a real quality sound experience, the surround
sound is very real and can be adjusted via the remote, for example I have turned the volume
up on the satellite speakers and turned the front bass most of the way down, you can really
immerse yourself in a film! 
Another useful feature is the Bluetooth connection, this has meant I can work on my
computer / phone and listen to music on the loudspeakers rather than the tinny laptopRead more

Helpful

 Serious piece of Kit! Great sound and finish!
Reviewed in the United Kingdom on 23 January 2022
Verified Purchase

One person found this helpful

Report abuse

BDB

I was looking to upgrade my current unit to a 5.1 surround sound soundbar system and so
far i've been super impressed with this purchase. At £230 my only reservation was that it
seemed quiet cheap for such a lot of spec however this quickly disappeared.
 
On arrival it was packaged really well and lots of info from the brand. I opened up the unit
first reaction was the build quality is good. The finish on the subwoofer is especially nice
and the satellite speakers are just the right size. 
 
Set up was super quick and easy. I connected using optical cable as this is what i previously
had set up on my old soundbar. I connect the main soundbar unit and the subwoofer and
they connected to each other automatically. 
 
I firstly connected the satellite speakers to the main soundbar unit. You take off the end
caps and they slot in nicely and started charging. However I wanted the satellite speakers to
be situated permanently in my room so i put them onto the stands included and plugs themRead more
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 Amazing
Reviewed in the United Kingdom on 18 January 2022
Verified Purchase

Royal
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MAJORITY Snowdon II Sound bar for TV | …

£59.95

10,408
Shop now

One person found this helpful

Report abuse

Arrived today, been using it with rear speakers detached for couple hours and overall
impressed, I've never owned a 5.1 before so I can't compare to anything except JBL STUDIO
MONITORS with audioengine DAC (almost a £1000 set up). I can guarantee the sound
quality is just as good as top tier speakers out there, one issue I've found is that the sound
bar feels very directional to front of it. Best to setup it in level with head/ears, sadly my
setup makes it only possible to have the soundbar at chest level; it's a PC desk setup. 
 
I feel that if you use this system with HDMI ARC cable you may benefit from a richer
experience, sadly since this is for pc use, I am limited to Toslink connection. 
 
Single major flaw I've found is that there is no dedicated software from everest which could
increase rear speakers volume individuallyd; rear speakers feel slightly too quiet to feel the
surround sound experience genuinely. 
 Read more
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 absolutely great sound
Reviewed in the United Kingdom on 4 January 2022
Verified Purchase

4 people found this helpful

Report abuse

VitaliyH

 received today, connected and
was delighted, the sound is
powerful and the bass is
extraordinary, we watched a
movie and a cartoon and it's
great home theater sound, be
careful I connected it with HDMI
(ARC) cable! it's not included, it's
my stock, their cables I do not
have such inputs in the TV!!!
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